HOW TO PLAY:

**Rhyming Dinos**

Use the “Rhyming Dinos” game board. Each player chooses their dinosaur color and places it on the “start” space that matches their color dinosaur. The youngest player starts by drawing a number card. Then, the player must say aloud the number of words that rhyme with the one on their space on the board, and then move ahead the same number of spaces. For example - if a player draw a 3, the player says 3 rhyming words and then moves ahead 3 spaces. If players are unable to come up with 3 words and can only say 1 or 2, they can still move ahead 1 or 2 spaces. The first player to return back to their starting space win!

**Dino Tracks Blends**

Use the “Dino Tracks Blends” game board. Each player chooses a dinosaur marker and places it on the “Start” space. The youngest player goes first and draws a blend card. The player then combines that blend with the word ending on the following space on the board to try and make a word. If the blend and word ending create a real word, the player moves the dinosaur marker to the following space and uses the same blend card to see if the word ending on the next space on the board makes a real word. Once you cannot make a word, it is the next player’s turn to draw a card. The first player to reach the volcano wins!
Game Markers

Cut out on dotted line

Word list:

AY: play, gray, clay, tray, sway, stay, slay
OT: shot, plot, clot, blot, trot, spot, slot
ILL: grill, drill, chill, still, spill
AIN: plain, grain, drain, chain, brain, train, stain
ATE: plate, grate, state, slate
OCK: shock, flock, clock, block, stock
AP: flap, clap, trap, snap, slap
AG: flag, drag, brag
USH: plush, flush, brush, blush
AM: gram, clam, slam
OW: show, plow, grow, flow, chow, brow,
    blow, stow, snow, slow
IP: ship, grip, flip, drip, clip, chip, trip, slip
IM: grim, trim, swim, slim
UG: plug, drug, snug, slug
ACE: place, brace, trace, space
ING: fling, clinging, bring, thing, swing, sting
ACK: shack, black, track, stack, snack
EW: grew, flew, drew, chew, brew, stew
ICK: click, chick, brick, trick, thick, stick, slick
AN: plan, than, swan, span
ED: shed, sled
Rhyming Dinos Playing Cards
Cut out on dotted line, shuffle and start playing!
Dino Tracks Blend Playing Cards
Cut out on dotted line, shuffle and start playing!